
An Strong Evidence of telepathy(remote communication between brains)
And about on the Serious and Wonderful AI. 2023/4/9
Now we could have gotten scientific evidence of telepathy possibility.
A Mind Activity(=M) can radiate a EM WAVE(=W)(a pattern of electromagnetic field)caused
by electromagnetic chemical reaction in brain<Major of those may be electrostatic>,
Such M and W are one to one mapping as a result of causality.This time experiment proved
this clearly.Thereby mind-mind communication is possible both by aural and electrical.

Then a decisive necessary condition is resonance between twins(or astral projection=one's
alter ego in the other world) to accomplish reversibility of radiating and receiving.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf

⑴ Mind-reading’ AI: Japan study sparks ethical debate
Osaka University researchers have used AI to decode subjects’ brain activity to create
images of what they are seeing.
https://www.aljazeera.com/economy/2023/4/7/could-ai-read-minds-somedayjapanese-brea
kthrough-sparks-debate
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.....
Takagi and his team used Stable Diffusion (SD), a deep learning AI model developed in
Germany in 2022, to analyse the brain scans of test subjects shown up to 10,000 images
while inside an MRI machine.
After Takagi and his research partner Shinji Nishimoto built a simple model to “translate”
brain activity into a readable format, Stable Diffusion was able to generate high-fidelity
images that bore an uncanny resemblance to the originals.

⑵The Third Eye
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Third_Eye_(book)

⑶Sodo Sect, remote mind-reading
Also trained monk is said to be able to read other people's minds.
Hideo Seki, Psychic Powers - The Mysteries Revealed by Electronics (Kappa Books)
1983/4/1:関英男,超能力―電子工学 解明    神秘 (        ) 1983/ 4 / 1

⑷B-WAVE(electrostatic one radiated from AC charge without energy).
 A＝-μｊ. A wave is ordinal EM wave employed in portable phone,etc.
 φ＝-ρ/ε.Scalar one radiated from AC charge on capacitor antenna without energy.
Note 3 fundamental electrical components of “LCR”,where only Resister consume energy.
φ is also called B wave caused by electrostatic field by such bio chemical reaction ruled by
dynamics of electrostatic force.

⑸Quick Guide on AI.
*This times experiment employed AI to prove one to one mapping.Authors interpretation on
⒜AI’s essential function is a pattern recognition(words-language,image,...,smell) .
⒝A pattern is represented by a direction vector in multi-dimensional metric(distance)space,
⒞where near or far is measurable by distance of two unit length vector.
⒟Thus we can judge pattern similarity(good) of dissimilarity(bad). digitalizing(LOGIC).
http://777true.net/True-or-False-Judging-Machine.pdf
APPENDIX-2::On  Deep Learning z
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⒠Learn a lot of materials and create a material search warehouse.
⒡In response to a question, the material is pulled out, or a new pattern is produced in the
process of combining them, repeating trial and error until the request is met. Since it is a
calculator, there are no overwork complaints.
*AI’s recognition method is entirely same in Observation Logic of Quantum Mechanics.
This is an evidence of universality of the method.
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⑹Our Brain Activity is not mysterious,but clearly simple* LOGIC.
It is entirely seeking something to live better.In everyday life,we always face
necessity(problem)to be satisfied(solution).Then AI could do almost what mankind can.
*The fundamental logic decides it strictly that “cause A result B “is true or false.

*Not only determinism,but also randomness is necessary in brain works<synthesis>.

Part :
⒜PLOBLEM FINDING problem.

Lean AI everything inconvenient,then search those in every field and times .
Please revealed us all those with the priority sequence.
⒝SOLUTION FINDING problem.

Entirely search parts and synthesis those that can overcome the inconvenient
*search=finding something parts that satisfy necessity conditions
*synthesis=try and error(by “random generator” )toward building and getting satisfaction.
counting up all the possible combination of parts<definiteness case>.
* random generator=heuristically try to build something with collected parts
=or intuition<indefiniteness case>

=counting up the possible combination of parts in a target area.
⒞SOLUTION SAFETY TEST by⒜.

Derived solution must be examined by⒜.

Part :The Most Primitive Problem of the Definition “inconvenient”.

AI is entirely a learner(but powerful enough),while we mankind must be their teacher !!.
Maybe at first,we must make “AI Socrates and AI Jesus the great teacher on how to live with
less “inconvenient””.

Part :A person who is unconsciously,or consciously familiar with heaven= a genius,or
prophet.In this matter world is a realization,while not matter world is not a realization,but
everything at all,The other world<vacuum one> is almighty world. AI never overcome them.
AI can learn the Bible,but not write it.

For an example is Nicola Tesla.His invention is not heuristic,but complete at the first.It's said
that Mozart's music came out smoothly, Lee Morgan and Sonny Stitt sound similarly.
While the great Beethoven is said to have reworked his scores, and John Coltrain is said to
have practiced very long hours a day.Former musicians seem glitter,wile the latter seem
majestic.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5Yn1K7_zCU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ehYM_cg2DHI
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APPENDIX_1:Scientifical Mechanism of "Prophecy" by Paranormality.
http://www.777true.net/Scientifical-Mechanism-of-Prophecy-by-Paranormalities.pdf
APPENDIX-2:What is CONSCIOUS<How to be good at making solution with light>.

APPENDIX_2:Depending on how you use AI,
it can be a devil or an angel,entirely same as humans.
Former Google Engineer Says AI Is Most Powerful Invention Since Atomic Bomb... 'My
Concerns Weren't Wrong' “My Fears Are Coming True”
April 7, 2023 (Fri) 12:20;Blake Limoin (AI Consultant)
    元      言 ──AI  原爆以来 強力 発明... 私 懸念 間違      

  “My Fears Are Coming True”2023/4//7;          AI         

https://www.newsweekjapan.jp/stories/technology/2023/04/post-101325.php
 R&D on AI must be opened in worldwide not to use inconvenient.
 Working AI must be worldwide authorized not use inconvenient with⒜.
 Thereby R&D on⒜ must urgently be launched by worldwide.
:::

APPENDIX_3:Telling truth is revolution in universal deceit time...G.Orwell
❶Teach AI how to check lie.
❷Teach the Fact SCIENCE and History with the Christian Moral.
Then ask the AI who has been making the World worse ?!!

PS:ChatGPT is not available for author due to no portable phone by absurd long years
poverty caused by ill will USA who once neglected authors big copy right dedication in ultra
saving (12B$/2?) in SSC 1993.
http://www.777true.net/Troublesome-Illusion-of-Elementary-Particle-Physics.pdf
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